VarsoGroup
maximise outcomes

Over eighty percent of small European companies
do not manage to become financially sustainable
Having already survived the startup phase, built a
team, successfully developed and sold products to
customers, maybe even attracted early stage
institutional investors, these companies now struggle
to reach the next level of growth
Whilst not all failures, as many small companies
continue to survive as niche players or get absorbed
into larger companies, the ambition of the company
founders and early investors is to do better
VarsoGroup is an independent advisory group
entirely focussed on supporting ambitious European
B2B technology companies in building sustainable
growth
Our mission is to create conditions for success by
adding real value through a focus on a powerful
VISION, clear LEADERSHIP and strong EXECUTION
We maximise outcomes through the development of
clear actionable transformation strategies and
financial transactions
Our clients are CEO-founders and investors
This leaflet is an introduction to our growth strategy
and transformation services

Our Experience

We have built our experience from working over 20
years for B2B technology companies at different
stages of transformation in Europe. We have seen
many companies dealing with strategic challenges.
We believe that a successful strategy development
should be based on a process of listening, gather
data, setting ambition and strategic planning. We
know that the real work starts with the execution and
being disciplined in following the plan

Our Offer

With this structure in hand, we offer LEADERSHIP
support services for CEOs-Founders and portfolio
companies of Investors:
Board (advisor)
Vision and Strategy refresh
Interim Leadership
CEO Mentoring
Our Leadership and transition philosophy is to keep
it simple and relevant without complicated
consultancy models or methodologies and to focus
on “why” things are done, “what” it should deliver and
“how” to get there

CEO and Leadership
Team

You need support in some or all of the steps building
a successful growth strategy and associated strategic
action plan
This includes gathering internal & external data,
strategy brainstorm, SWOT, business & operating
model review, strategy presentation and long range
planning, strategic action planning and finally
communication and meeting structures for proper
follow-up and regular re-alignment

Investor or Founder

You need support in some or all of the steps
necessary building a successful growth strategy and
associated strategic action plan for a B2B high-tech
company based in Europe
This includes being at the company for longer period
as active board member or interim CxO, gathering
internal & external data, strategy brainstorm, SWOT,
business & operating model review, strategy
presentation and long range planning, strategic
action planning and finally communication and
meeting structure for proper follow-up and regular
re-alignment

Lead Strategy
Transformation
Partner

Frans-Willem de Kloet has 20 years+ executive
experience within technology corporations leading
large multi-disciplinary and international teams.
Founder, investor and board (advisor) at several
technology start-ups. Passionate about leadership
and vision, creating innovation. To clear up the mind,
he loves to be outdoors biking or sailing
E fwk@varsogroup.com
M +48 600 488 742
W varsogroup.com

Leadership
Engagements

Other
VarsoGroup
Partners

Mariella de Konning
Former COO and CPMO
Steen W Sorensen
Former CFO and investment banker

